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Abstract
State-of-the-art systems for argumentation mining are supervised, thus relying on training data containing manually annotated argument
components and the relationships between them. To eliminate the reliance on annotated data, we present a novel approach to unsupervised
argument mining. The key idea is to bootstrap from a small set of argument components automatically identified using simple heuristics
in combination with reliable contextual cues. Results on a Stab and Gurevych’s corpus of 402 essays show that our unsupervised approach rivals two supervised baselines in performance and achieves 73.5−83.7% of the performance of a state-of-the-art neural approach.
Keywords: Opinion Mining / Sentiment Analysis, Discourse Annotation, Representation and Processing, Information Extraction,
Information Retrieval

1.

Introduction

Recent years have seen a surge of interest in argumentation
mining (see Cabrio and Villata (2018) and Lawrence and
Reed (2019) for comprehensive surveys of this area of research). Argumentation mining typically involves addressing two subtasks: (1) argument component identification
(ACI), which consists of identifying the locations and types
of the components that make up the arguments (i.e., major
claims, claims, and premises), and (2) relation identification (RI), which involves identifying the type of relation
that holds between two argument components (i.e., support,
attack, none). As an example, consider the following text
segment taken from a corpus of student essays that Stab and
Gurevych (S&G) annotated with argument components and
their relations (Stab and Gurevych, 2017):
In my view point, (1) I would agree to idea of taking
a break before starting higher education. (2) Students
who take break benefit by traveling around the places
or by working. (3) They tend to contribute more due to
their real world experiences which makes them more
mature.

In this example, premise (3) supports claim (2), and (1) is a
major claim.
State-of-the-art argument mining systems are supervised,
adopting a feature-rich approach that typically include
large variety of structural, lexical, and syntactic features.
The plethora of features seem to suggest that argumentannotated training data are indispensable for training these
systems, as they provide a supervised learner guidance on
which features are useful and how features should be combined. Moreover, world knowledge and domain-specific
knowledge can potentially be learned from annotated data,
as can be seen from the aforementioned example.
A natural question, then, is: in the absence of argumentannotated training data, is argument mining doomed to fail?
In particular, are argument-annotated training data as indispensable as they seem in enabling state-of-the-art argument mining systems to achieve their current level of performance? By blindly applying supervised approaches with

a rich feature set, previous work has largely failed to answer
this question.
To shed light on this question, we propose a novel unsupervised approach to argument mining, with the goal of determining how well we can do without argument-annotated
data. The key idea behind our approach is to bootstrap
from a small set of argument components that are automatically identified and labeled using simple heuristics in
combination with reliable contextual cues. We compare
our approach against two supervised baselines and a stateof-the-art neural model in a challenging evaluation setting,
the end-to-end setting, where we perform argument mining
on raw, unannotated text.1 In an evaluation on a corpus of
402 essays annotated by S&G, our unsupervised approach
rivals its supervised counterparts in performance.
We believe that our findings have two important ramifications. First, our competitive results call for a reexamination of existing supervised approaches to argument
mining. Specifically, future work should seek to understand
what caused their performances to be rivaled by an unsupervised system. For instance, is it the features that fail
to adequately capture the information provided by the annotated data or the learner that fails to effectively exploit
the annotated data? Or is the current amount of annotated
training data insufficient for effective learning? Second, our
promising results could spark interest in the development
of unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches to argument mining, which could reduce a system’s reliance on
1

Many existing argument mining systems were evaluated in
a non-end-to-end setting (e.g., Stab and Gurevych (2014), Peldszus and Stede (2015), Wei et al. (2017)). For instance, Stab
and Gurevych (2014) trained an ACI classifier and applied it to
classify only gold argument components (i.e., text spans corresponding to a major claim, claim, or premise in the gold standard)
or sentences that contain no gold argument components (as nonargumentative). Similarly, they applied their learned RI classifier
to classify only the relation between two gold argument components. In other words, they simplified both tasks by avoiding the
challenging task of identifying the locations of argument components. Consequently, their approach cannot be applied in a realistic setting where the input is an unannotated text.
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(a) Potential left boundary locations

Essays: 402
Paragraphs: 1,833
Sentences: 6,741
Major claims: 751 Claims: 1,506 Premises: 3,838
Support relations: 3,613
Attack relations: 219

#
1
2

Table 1: Corpus statistics.

3
4

the expensive-to-obtain argument-annotated training data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review related work on argument mining. Section 3 describes our evaluation corpus, the S&G corpus. Section 4
provides an overview of our supervised baselines. In Section 5, we present our unsupervised approach. Finally, we
present evaluation results in Section 6 and our conclusions
in Section 7.

2.

Rule
Exactly where the S node begins.
After an initial explicit connective, or if the connective
is immediately followed by a comma, after the comma.
After nth comma that is an immediate child of the S
node.
After nth comma.
(b) Potential right boundary locations

#
5
6
7

Rule
Exactly where the S node ends, or if S ends in a punctuation, immediately before the punctuation.
If the S node ends in a (possibly nested) SBAR node,
immediately before the nth shallowest SBAR.
If the S node ends in a (possibly nested) PP node, immediately before the nth shallowest PP.

Related Work

Recall that identifying argumentative structures consists of
(1) identifying the locations and types of the argument components, and (2) identifying how they are related to each
other.
Some researchers focused on argument location identification, classifying whether a sentence contains an argument
(Florou et al., 2013; Moens et al., 2007; Song et al., 2014;
Swanson et al., 2015). Others focused on argument component typing, determining the type of an argument component. While the vast majority of previous works perform
argument component typing at the sentence level (Rooney
et al., 2012; Teufel, 1999; Burstein et al., 2003; Ong et
al., 2014; Falakmasir et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2014; Lippi
and Torroni, 2015; Lippi and Torroni, 2016; Rinott et al.,
2015), some recent work focused on the more difficult task
of typing argument components at the clause level (Park
and Cardie, 2014; Goudas et al., 2015; Sardianos et al.,
2015).
Some researchers focused on relation identification instead.
For instance, Nguyen and Litman (2016) showed how context can be exploited to identify relations between argument
components. Stab and Gurevych (2014) and Peldszus and
Stede (2015), on the other hand, addressed both argument
component typing and relation identification, but simplified
the task by assuming as input gold argument components.
Finally, some work addressed all argument mining subtasks
(e.g., Persing and Ng (2016)). Unlike our system, however,
virtually all of the aforementioned systems are supervised.

3.

Corpus

Our corpus consists of 402 persuasive student essays collected and annotated by S&G. Some relevant statistics are
shown in Table 1. Each essay is an average of 4.6 paragraphs (16.8 sentences) in length and is written in response
to a topic such as “competition or co-operation-which is
better?”.
This corpus is ideal for argumentation mining because (1)
student essays are more simply structured than professional
writing, making them appropriate for early work on the
task, (2) a major application for argumentation mining is
the evaluation of student essays, and (3) the corpus has been
previously annotated for argumentation mining.

Table 2: Rules for extracting ACC boundary locations.
The corpus annotations describe the essays’ argument
structure, including the locations and types of the components that make up the arguments, and the types of relations that hold between them. The three annotated argument component types include: major claims, which express the author’s stance with respect to the essay’s topic,
claims, which are controversial statements that should not
be accepted by readers without additional support, and
premises, which are reasons authors give to persuade readers about the truth of another argument component statement. The two relation types include: support, which indicates that one argument component supports another, and
attack, which indicates that one argument component attacks another.

4.

Supervised Baseline Systems

Next, we describe two state-of-the-art supervised baselines
to end-to-end argument mining.

4.1.

Pipeline (PIPE)

Our first baseline is a pipeline-based argument mining system previously developed by us (Persing and Ng, 2016)
(henceforth P&N). It is a pipeline system because it solves
the ACI and RI subtasks sequentially.
4.1.1. Argument Component Identification
PIPE’s approach to the ACI subtask, in turn, also consists of
two steps. In the first step, PIPE identifies a set of argument
component candidates (ACCs), sequences of text that could
potentially be argument components, from a paragraph. To
do this, it first parses each of the paragraph’s sentences using the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning et al., 2014).
Then it applies a set of low precision, high recall heuristic
rules that we developed based on the sentence’s syntactic
parse tree to extract the ACCs. These rules are shown in
Table 2: they are able to identify an ACC with the same
exact boundaries as 92% of all argument components.
Given this set of extracted ACCs, PIPE trains a classifier
for ACI using MALLET’s (McCallum, 2002) implementation of maximum entropy classification to label the ACCs
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with argument component labels. Each ACC serves as an
instance whose class label is the same as that of the argument component sharing its exact boundaries (major claim,
claim, or premise). If there is no AC sharing the ACC’s
exact boundaries, it is labeled “non-argumentative”. Each
instance is represented using S&G’s structural, lexical, syntactic, indicator, and contextual features for solving (a simplified version of) the same problem. Briefly, the structural features describe an ACC and its covering sentence’s
length, punctuations, and location in the essay. Lexical features describe the 1−3 grams of the ACC and its covering
sentence. Syntactic features are extracted from the ACC’s
covering sentence’s parse tree and include things such as
production rules. Indicator features describe any explicit
connectives that immediately precede the ACC. Contextual
features describe the contents of the sentences preceding
and following the ACC primarily in ways similar to how
the structural features describe the covering sentence.
4.1.2. Relation Identification
After the classifier in Section 4.1.1. predicts which ACCs
in a paragraph represent real argument components as well
as their labels, PIPE is ready to determine how the ACCs
are related to each other. It considers RI between pairs of
ACCs a five class classification problem. Given a pair of
ACCs A1 and A2 where A1 occurs before A2 in the essay,
either they are unrelated, A1 supports A2 , A2 supports A1 ,
A1 attacks A2 , or A2 attacks A1 .
To solve this problem, PIPE also learns an RI maximum
entropy classifier. Each training instance, called a relation
candidate (RC), consists of a pair of ACCs and one of the
above five labels. By default, the instance’s label is “no relation” unless each ACC has the exact boundaries of a gold
standard argument component and one of the remaining
four relations holds between the two gold argument components.
To train the classifier, an RC corresponding to each of the
gold relations in all paragraphs is created as an instance
of one of the four argumentative labels mentioned above.
From this gold relation, PIPE also creates four additional
“no relation” RCs by replacing each of the original relationship’s participating ACs with nearby ACCs. PIPE represents each RC using S&G’s feature set for (a simpler version of) the same task. This feature set consists of structural, lexical, syntactic, and indicator features. Briefly, RC
structural features describe many of the same things about
each ACC as did the ACC structural features, though they
also describe the difference between the ACCs (e.g. the
difference in punctuation counts). Lexical features consist
primarily of the unigrams appearing in each ACC and word
pairs, where each word from one ACC is paired with each
word from the other. Syntactic and indicator features encode the same information about each ACC as the ACC
syntactic and indicator features did.
Since information about gold ACs is not available in the
test set, test RCs must be created differently. PIPE generates test RCs from all possible pairs of ACCs in the same
paragraph that the ACI system predicted as something other
than “non-argumentative”.

4.2.

Integer Linear Programming (ILP)

Two problems with the PIPE approach outlined above are
that errors made by the ACI subsystem propagate to the
RI task, thus reducing RI performance, and there are constraints on the annotations in S&G’s corpus that aren’t enforced by PIPE.
To solve both of these problems, we employ as our second
baseline an ILP approach to argument mining previously
proposed by us (Persing and Ng, 2016), which performs
ILP-based joint inference over the outputs of the ACI classifier and the RI classifier used in PIPE. Unlike in PIPE,
where ACI influences RI (but not vice versa), in a joint inference approach, both tasks can influence each other. For
instance, if a paragraph contains an RC that is very likely to
be a support relation (according to the RI classifier), but one
of its participating ACCs’ probability of being argumentative according to the ACI classifier is just barely too low
for the PIPE system to label it as such, the ILP system can
choose to label the ACC with one of the argumentative ACI
labels in order to allow it to participate in the relationship.
In other words, the final ACI decisions and RI decisions
will be made jointly by the two components by considering
the confidence values they individually assign to the extraction decisions.
In order to benefit from this kind of reasoning, the ILP system cannot use the same set of ACCs and RCs used by
PIPE, as PIPE excludes from consideration any RCs that
can be generated from ACCs that are most probably nonargumentative. To account for this, the ILP system selects
(1) the 3 most likely premise ACCs from each sentence, (2)
the 5 most likely claim ACCs from each paragraph, and (3)
the 5 most likely major claim ACCs from each essay occurring in the first or last paragraph.2 It then constructs RCs
from all pairings of these ACCs occurring in the same paragraph as long as at least one was chosen because it might
be a premise and neither one was chosen because it might
be a major claim, since the corpus adheres to the constraint
that all premises are in a relationship and all major claims
are not. The test RCs generated in this way are presented to
the RI maximum entropy classifier normally.
This introduces the problem that the RI classifier may posit
a relationship between incompatible ACCs (e.g. one might
be labeled non-argumentative). ILP addresses this kind of
problem by enforcing consistency constraints on the outputs. The constraints that we employ are all constraints
on the annotations in S&G’s corpus. In particular, these
constraints ensure that (1) each ACC is assigned exactly
one type, (2) each RC is assigned exactly one type, (3) if
there is a relationship between two ACCs, the ACCs must
both be assigned argumentative types (i.e. they can’t be labeled non-argumentative), (4) major claims can only occur
in the first or last paragraphs, (5) major claims have no parents, (6) a premise must have a parent, (7) argumentatively
labeled ACCs cannot overlap in the text, (8) a paragraph
2

The ILP system selects more premise than claim ACCs (3
per sentence vs 5 per paragraph) because the corpus contains over
twice as many premises as claims. The corpus constrains major
claims so that they may only appear in an essay’s first or last paragraph.
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(a) Preceding AC

contains at least one claim or major claim, and (9) a sentence must not have more than two argumentatively labeled
ACCs. ILP can then be used to perform joint inference subject to these constraints.
We claimed above that ILP can be used to find the best assignment of labels to our ACCs and RIs, but did not define
how to measure an assignment’s quality. Because performance on end-to-end argument mining is evaluated as the
average of ACI and RI F-scores, the ILP system’s objective
function is constructed to maximize this number. Recall
that the general F-score formula can be simplified to:

Major Claim
consequently
contend that
feel that
i agree
i believe
i feel
i think
in conclusion ,
maintain that
my opinion
my view
so
suppose that
therefore
think that
thus ,

2T P
F =
2T P + F P + F N

where TP, FP, and FN are counts of true positive, false positive, and false negative predictions respectively. An integer linear program cannot directly maximize this formula
for any task because division cannot be encoded into an
objective function and TP, FP, and FN can only be calculated if the system has access to gold standard test data. For
this reason, ILP instead encodes GACI2+GRI as the objective function its integer linear program maximizes, where
GACI and GRI are the values of G below as calculated on
the ACI and RI tasks respectively:
G = α2T Pe − (1 − α)(F Pe + F Ne )

where T Pe , F Pe , and F Ne , are expected values for T P ,
F P , and F N respectively, and α attempts to balance the
importance of maximizing the numerator vs minimizing the
denominator in the F-score formula.3 These expected values for a complete labeling of all ACCs and RCs are calculated based on the probabilities assigned to the labeled
instances as returned by the ACI and RI classifiers.

5.

Unsupervised Argumentation Mining

Our unsupervised approach to argument mining first uses
the same set of heuristics as the two baselines to identify a
set of ACCs that can potentially be argument components
from an essay, as described in Table 2. It then operates in
four steps, as described below.

5.1.

Step 1: Heuristic Labeling

Our approach begins by heuristically labeling a subset
of these ACCs with argument component labels. These
heuristics rely on three factors: (1) the number of the paragraph the ACC appears in (i.e., whether it is the first, last,
or a middle paragraph), (2) the location of the sentence the
ACC appears in within its paragraph (i.e., whether it is the
first, last, or a middle sentence), and (3) the context n-grams
surrounding the ACC. These context n-grams, as well as
our heuristics, were designed based on the observations we
made on 200 unannotated essays taken from another essay corpus, the International Corpus on Learners’ English
(Granger et al., 2009).
5.1.1. Heuristically Labeling Major Claims
The reason our heuristics depend on an ACC’s paragraph’s
location within an essay is that the typical argumentative
3

We tune α, allowing it to take any value from 0.7, 0.8, or 0.9,
as this range tended to perform well in early experiments.

Claim
consequently
contend that
feel that
finally ,
first ,
first of all ,
firstly ,
i agree
i believe
i feel
i think
in conclusion ,
in short ,
last ,
lastly ,
maintain that
my opinion
my view
second ,
secondly ,
so
suppose that
therefore
think that
third ,
thirdly ,
thus ,

Premise
for instance ,
further ,
furthermore ,
in addition ,
in fact ,
indeed ,
moreover ,
since
to illustrate ,

(b) Succeeding AC
Major Claim
because
that is ,

Claim
because
that is ,

Premise
, so
, therefore

Table 3: Context n-grams used to heuristically label argument components of each type. Subtables (a) and (b) show
the context n-grams preceding and succeeding an AC, respectively.

structure of, for example, the first paragraph, looks very
different than the typical argumentative structure of a body
paragraph (which occurs between the first and last paragraph). Indeed, there is a hard constraint on this corpus
that major claims can only appear in the first and last paragraphs, which makes sense because essays are often introduced with a thesis statement (a major claim), and often
conclude with one. So for this reason, we search only the
first and last paragraphs for ACCs to heuristically label as
major claims.
To find major claims in the first paragraph, we first observe that each type of argument component is often introduced using some discourse marker like those shown in
Table 3. In particular, major claims often follow the phrases
in the first row of the major claim column. For this reason, we identify the last occurrence of one of these connectives within an essay’s first paragraph (because introductory
paragraphs are more likely to conclude with a major claim
than they are to begin with one). We then find the ACC that
appears most closely after the phrase which ends at the end
of a simple, declarative clause (as determined by a syntactic
parse of the sentence), heuristically labeling this ACC as a
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major claim.
If no major claim can be identified in this way, we search
the essay for the last occurrence of one of the n-grams in
major claim’s succeeding row in Table 3. The last ACC
occurring before this n-gram that exactly covers a simple,
declarative clause is heuristically labeled as a major claim,
as n-grams in this cell frequently indicate that whatever preceded them is about to be further explained or reasoned
about, which in turn indicates the importance of the preceding text to the argument.
If no major claim ACC can be identified in either of these
ways, we simply do not heuristically label any major claims
from this paragraph.
Essays’ last paragraphs tend to be structurally very similar to their first paragraphs, containing major claims and
little else. For this reason, we follow the same procedure
outlined above for identifying major claims in an essay’s
last paragraph. However, since major claims are sometimes
expressed without any nearby discourse markers like those
shown in Table 3, it is important for us to identify a few
major claims without them in order for our eventual learned
system to generalize about major claim structure.
Since it is a little bit more common for last paragraphs to include major claims than it is for first paragraphs to include
them, and since a paragraph’s last sentence is more likely to
include a major claim than its first, we employ the following
additional rule for identifying major claims in the last paragraph. If an essay’s last paragraph is very short, including
two or fewer sentences, and we are not able to heuristically
label any other major claims from this last paragraph using
any of the methods described above, we heuristically label
the longest simple, declarative clause in the last sentence as
a major claim.
5.1.2. Heuristically Labeling Claims
While claims can occur in any paragraph, we only attempt
to heuristically label claims occurring in body (middle)
paragraphs. To understand the reason why we do this, it
is helpful to compare the first two columns of Table 3. Notice that the columns’ contents are identical except that the
discourse markers preceding claims include ordinal markers (e.g., first, second, last). This is because, just as major
claims express the main purpose of an essay, claims express
the main purpose of a paragraph. Thus, they tend to be introduced using similar phrases. This makes it difficult to
distinguish between claims and major claims occurring in
an essay’s first or last paragraphs.
Because of this similarity between claims and major claims,
the way we heuristically identify claims in a body paragraph is identical to the way we identify major claims in
the first paragraph except for the following two differences.
First, we use discourse markers from the claim column of
Table 3 rather than ones from the major claim column. Second, we exclude from consideration any ACCs occurring
outside of the paragraph’s first or last sentences. We do
this because, while claims can occur in any sentence, body
paragraphs tend to either begin or conclude by stating the
claim the paragraph is about. The remaining sentences tend
to be filled with premises that support the claim.

5.1.3. Heuristically Labeling Premises
Since premises are rare in first or last paragraphs, we also
only heuristically label premises occurring in body paragraphs. We also exclude from premise labeling consideration any ACCs occurring in a paragraph’s last sentence
because, even if we cannot heuristically identify a claim in
a last sentence, there is too strong a chance that the reason for this is because our claim labeling heuristics do not
have a high enough recall and simply failed to recognize an
existing claim’s presence.
With those exceptions, our premise labeling heuristics are
very similar to our claim and major claim labeling heuristics. We first find all occurrences in an essay of preceding
premise discourse markers from Table 3. For each of these
occurrences, we find the closest following ACC that ends at
the end of a simple declarative clause and heuristically label it as a premise. We then find all occurrences in an essay
of succeeding premise discourse markers from the table.
For each of these occurrences, we heuristically label as a
premise the nearest preceding ACC having the same boundaries as a simple declarative clause. The selected preceding
or succeeding ACC can neither overlap with a previously
heuristically labeled ACC nor occur in a different sentence
than the discourse marker that triggered its labeling.
As can be seen in the description in the previous paragraph,
our heuristics for labeling premises are not limited to labeling one premise per paragraph. The reason for this is that
it is most common for a paragraph to contain one or fewer
claims or major claims, but body paragraphs tend to contain
very few non-argumentative sentences. Those body paragraph sentences that do not contain a claim usually contain
a premise.
Despite being more permissive than the claim and major
claim heuristics, this premise labeling method still fails to
capture that most sentences contain a premise. To improve
our recall on heuristically extracting premises, we search
all body paragraph sentences except the last sentence for
occurrences of any of the phrases from Table 3. If we do not
find any of these phrases, we take this as a strong indication
that the sentence itself is a premise, since the presence of
one of these phrases might indicate that we just failed to
identify an argument component that is actually present for
reasons of precision. We therefore heuristically label the
longest ACC occurring in such a sentence as a premise.
An exception to the last premise labeling heuristic is that,
if the sentence begins with some introductory phrase measuring three tokens or less followed by a comma, we instead label the longest ACC occurring after this phrase as
the premise. We do this because there are too many phrases
that can be used to introduce a premise for us to enumerate, but as we can see from the premise column of the table,
when they do exist, they are usually short and end with a
comma.

5.2.

Step 2: Classifier Training

A problem with the labels we applied in the previous subsection is that they are intended to be high precision but
low recall. Ideally, an ACI system will strike an appropriate
balance between precision and recall in order to maximize
its ACI F-score. For this reason, our ACI system needs to
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be more general than the hand-constructed heuristics described above. So rather than treating our heuristic labeling
as an ACI system’s predicted labels, we instead employ the
heuristically labeled data as our initial training data to train
a classifier.
More specifically, we first extract all the ACCs from an
unannotated training set. We label all instances that can
be labeled heuristically with the appropriate ACI class label (major claim, claim, or premise), and label the remaining ACCs as probably non-argumentative. Given this set
of extracted ACCs, we train a four class maximum entropy
classifier for ACI using MALLET. Each instance is represented using S&G’s structural, lexical, syntactic, indicator,
and contextual features for solving (a simplified version of)
the same problem, as described at the end of Section 4.1.1.

5.3.

Step 3: Self-Training

The result of the previous step is a maximum entropy classifier that can assign a probability distribution to any ACC describing how likely it is to be a major claim, claim, premise,
or non-argumentative. A problem with this classifier is that,
recall, it was trained on data wherein the non-argumentative
training instances may have been labeled as such simply
because we could not heuristically determine with enough
confidence that they should have an argumentative label.
For this reason, we seek to improve the classifier via selftraining. Specifically, we apply the classifier to the nonargumentatively labeled training ACCs. We select the 10 of
these instances that the classifier is most confident are argumentative if it assigns at least an 80% probability to one of
the argumentative classes. We then label these ACCs with
the labels that the classifier indicates are appropriate and
add them to the heuristically labeled dataset before training
a new maximum entropy classifier on this labeled data. We
repeat this process until there are no more training ACCs
labeled with the non-argumentative label that can be relabeled in this way (i.e., the classifier assigns none of them an
80% probability of belonging to one of the argumentative
classes).

5.4.

graphs as per the annotation guidelines for this corpus. For
this reason, to construct our body paragraph CAT, we first
identify the ACC in the body paragraph with the highest
probability of being a claim, as determined by the ACI maximum entropy classifier. We label this ACC as a claim. We
then rank all remaining ACCs by their probability of being a premise, from most probable to least probable. Progressing through the ranked list sequentially, we label each
ACC as a premise if it meets two conditions. First, it must
not overlap with any previously-labeled ACC. Second, its
probability of being a premise according to the ACI classifier must be greater than both its probability of being a
claim and its probability of being a major claim. For each
ACC we label as a premise, we add a support relationship
between the premise and the ACC we labeled as the paragraph’s claim.

Step 4: Building the Argument Tree

After applying the ACI classifier to the first or last paragraph in an essay, we use the resulting predictions to construct a candidate argument tree (CAT) for the paragraph
in the following way. Because the only ACs appearing in
most first or last paragraphs are major claims, and because
it is uncommon for more than one major claim to appear
in one of these paragraphs, we heuristically label the ACCs
in such paragraphs as follows. First, we identify the ACC
that is most likely to be a major claim, as indicated by the
ACI maximum entropy classifier. If its probability of being
a major claim is > 0.5, we label it as a major claim. Otherwise it is labeled as non-argumentative. All other ACCs in
the paragraph are labeled non-argumentative.
After applying the ACI classifier to a body paragraph, we
use the resulting predictions to construct a CAT for the
paragraph in the following way. As we discussed earlier,
body paragraphs are structured differently. A typical body
paragraph contains only one claim and many premises that
support it. Major claims are not permitted in body para-

6.

Evaluation

In this section we discuss our evaluation of our unsupervised approach to argument mining.

6.1.

Experimental Setup

Corpus. As mentioned before, we use as our corpus the
402 essays annotated with argumentative discourse structures by S&G. All of our experiments are conducted via
five-fold cross-validation on this corpus. For the supervised
baselines, we reserve 60% of the essays for training, 20%
for development, and 20% for testing in each fold experiment. For our unsupervised approach, no annotated data is
needed for training and development.
Evaluation metrics. To calculate F-score on each task,
we need to explain what constitutes a true positive, false
positive, or false negative on each task. Given that j is a
true argument component and i is an ACC, the formulas for
the ACI task are:
.
T P = {j ∃i |gl(j) = pl(i) ∧ i = j}
.
F P = {i pl(i) 6= n ∧ @j | gl(j) = pl(i) ∧ i = j}
.
F N = {j @i |gl(j) = pl(i) ∧ i = j}

(1)
(2)
(3)

where gl(j) is the gold label of j, pl(i) is the predicted label
.
of i, n is the non-argumentative class, and i = j means i
is a match for j. Two text spans i and j are considered
an exact match if they have exactly the same boundaries,
whereas they are considered an approximate match if they
share over half their tokens.
We perform most of our analysis on approximate match
results rather than exact match results as it can be difficult even for human annotators to identify exactly the same
boundaries for an argument component.4 We use the same
formulas for calculating these numbers for RI except that j
and i represent a true relation and an RC respectively, two
relations approximately (exactly) match if both their source
and target ACCs approximately (exactly) match, and n is
the no-relation class.
4

Approximate match has been used in evaluating opinion mining systems (e.g., Choi et al. (2006), Yang and Cardie (2013)),
where researchers have also reported difficulties in having human
annotators identify exactly the same boundaries for an opinion expression and its sources and targets.
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Metric
Approx

Exact

System
PIPE
ILP
U
Eger et al. (2017)
PIPE
ILP
U
Eger et al. (2017)

MC-F
44.0
50.7
24.9
–
39.6
41.7
19.0
–

C-F
36.1
42.6
42.2
–
33.9
34.9
36.4
–

ACI
P-F
P
69.8 75.2
76.7 61.0
77.2 73.5
–
–
61.7 64.0
63.5 50.6
59.6 57.7
–
–

R
49.3
66.9
57.6
–
45.8
55.1
45.2
–

F
59.6
63.8
64.6
77.2
53.4
52.7
50.7
70.8

S-F
20.1
32.5
37.9
–
17.2
23.0
26.0
–

A-F
00.0
01.4
00.0
–
00.0
00.0
00.0
–

RI
P
22.3
23.9
38.2
–
18.6
16.9
26.2
–

R
17.4
47.5
35.5
–
15.2
33.4
24.3
–

F
19.5
31.8
36.8
50.1
16.7
22.4
25.2
45.5

Avg
F
39.5
47.8
50.7
63.7
35.1
37.6
38.0
58.2

Table 4: Results of argument component identification (ACI) and relation identification (RI). Column abbreviations are
major claim F-score (MC-F), claim F-score (C-F), premise F-score (P-F), Precision (P), Recall (R), F-score (F), support
F-score (S-F), and attack F-score (A-F).

6.2.

Results and Discussion

Approximate and exact match results of the pipeline approach (PIPE), the joint inference approach (ILP), and our
unsupervised approach (U) are shown in Table 4. In addition, we show the results taken verbatim from Eger et
al. (2017).5 Briefly, by employing a neural approach to
argument mining that jointly performs ACI and RI using
a sequence tagging model (LSTM-CRF), Eger et al. have
achieved the best supervised results to date on this dataset.
Note that Eger et al.’s partition of the available essays into
a training set and a test set is different from ours; in particular, unlike us, they did not perform any cross-validation
experiments. Hence, their results can be used as a reference
point but are not directly comparable to ours.
As we can see, using approximate matching, our unsupervised system achieves better results than the two supervised
baseline by a variety of measures. The most important of
these results is shown in the last column, where our unsupervised approach, despite using no labeled training data,
achieves performance that is 2.9% higher than that of the
better baseline (the ILP baseline). This column measures
the average F-score between the two subtasks (ACI and RI).
Our unsupervised system also achieves results that are better than the better baseline on each of the subtasks, scoring
5.0% and 0.8% more in F-score than the ILP system on the
RI task and the ACI task, respectively. The other measures
on which our unsupervised system’s approximate performance is similar to the better baseline are claim F-score,
premise F-score, and attack F-score.
Due to the difficulty of heuristically detecting an AC’s exact boundaries, our unsupervised system’s exact matching
performance is only marginally better than the baseline performances. By the most important measure, however, our
unsupervised system scores only 0.4% more than the ILP
baseline system in absolute average F-score.
While our unsupervised system performs as least as well
as the two supervised baselines, it is outperformed by Eger
et al.’s supervised system. Using approximate matching,
our system achieves 83.7% of Eger et al.’s F-score on ACI
and 73.5% of their F-score on RI. Using exact matching,
our system achieves 71.6% of Eger et al.’s F-score on ACI
5

Only ACI and RI F-scores were reported in Eger et
al.’s (2017) paper.

and 55.3% of their F-score on RI. These results suggest
that the performance gap between our system and Eger et
al.’s system is bigger for approximate matching than for exact matching. This should perhaps not be surprising: as
mentioned before, identifying argument component boundaries without labeled data is a very challenging task. Overall, we believe that our being able to achieve 83.7% (ACI)
and 73.5% (RI) of Eger et al.’s F-scores (w.r.t. approximate
matching) without using any labeled data is a result that
would be of interest to argument mining researchers. In
particular, our unsupervised approach can be fairly easily
adapted to identify argumentative structures in essays written in languages for which argument-annotated data is not
readily available.

6.3.

Additional Experiments

Recall that our unsupervised approach is composed of four
steps. To better understand the contribution of the various steps, we conduct two experiments. In the ”No SelfTraining” (No ST) experiment, we rerun our unsupervised
system without step 3 (self-training), so it will allow us to
assess the usefulness of self-training. In the ”Heuristic” (H)
experiment, we only run step 1 of our approach, so it will
allow us to assess the contribution of the heuristics.
Results of these two experiments are shown in Table 5. A
few points deserve mention. First, since there are no heuristic rules for identifying relationships without using an ACI
classifier’s output, the RI results of the H experiment are all
0.0. Second, note that the difference in the ACI results between the H experiment and the No ST experiment can be
attributed entirely to step 2 (classifier training). As we can
see, step 2 improved ACI F-score by 1.7−1.9 points. Finally, comparing the No ST results with the U results in Table 4, we can see that leaving out self-training only causes
ACI and RI F-scores to drop by no more than 0.3 points.
Moreover, comparing the H results with the U results reveals that step 1 is largely responsible for the ACI results
achieved by our approach. Overall, these results suggest
that the data automatically annotated during self-training
provided little knowledge beyond that already acquired in
the first two steps of our approach.
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Metric
Approx
Exact

System
H
No ST
H
No ST

MC-F
49.7
27.2
29.1
19.3

C-F
30.7
41.8
26.8
36.3

ACI
P-F
P
74.8 76.2
76.8 73.6
59.1 59.1
59.4 57.7

R
53.1
57.1
41.2
44.8

F
62.6
64.3
48.6
50.5

S-F
00.0
37.6
00.0
26.3

A-F
00.0
0.0
00.0
0.0

RI
P
00.0
38.2
00.0
26.7

R
00.0
35.0
00.0
24.4

F
00.0
36.5
00.0
25.5

Avg
F
31.3
50.4
24.3
38.0

Table 5: Results of two ablated versions of our unsupervised approach for ACI and RI. Column abbreviations are the same
as those in Table 4.

6.4.

Acknowledgments

Error Analysis and Future Work

It is obvious from Table 4 that our system has considerably
more difficulty with the RI task than with the ACI task, regardless of whether evaluation occurs in an exact or approximate match setting. Indeed, this is also true of the baseline
systems. The RI task is inherently more difficult than the
ACI task because, in order to correctly identify a relationship, an argument mining system must also correctly identify the two participating argument components.
While this observation is correct, what it misses is that there
do not currently exist high quality features for RI that perform better than heuristically constructing a support relationship between every premise and some claim in the same
paragraph. Additional experiments revealed that removing
all of the features designed by S&G specifically for the RI
task from an argument mining system results in only a tiny
drop in performance. The reason for this is that, unlike
ACs, argumentative relations are often not triggered by discourse markers in the text. This is largely because argumentative relationships can occur between ACs in non-adjacent
sentences. Thus a deeper semantic understanding of ACs
is necessary in order to develop features or heuristics for
detecting argumentative relationships between them.
While our unsupervised approach outperforms the two
baselines on both subtasks w.r.t. the approximate metric, it
underperforms them on the ACI task w.r.t. the exact metric.
This is largely due to the fact that it is difficult to develop
heuristics for finding the exact boundaries of an AC. There
are simply too many ways for an author to introduce and
trigger the termination of an argument component. Indeed,
this is why we needed to develop the complicated boundary detection rules illustrated in Table 2. This is a subtask
on which some annotated training data may be useful, so
a semi-supervised approach that focuses on annotating essays having a wide variety of sentence structures may help
improve our exact matching performances most.

7.

Conclusions

We developed a novel unsupervised approach to the challenging task of end-to-end argument mining in persuasive
student essays. In an evaluation on version 2 of Stab and
Gurevych’s corpus of 402 argument-annotated essays, our
unsupervised approach rivaled two supervised baselines in
performance and achieved 73.5–83.7% of the performance
of a state-of-the-art neural approach. We believe that these
results would be of interest to argument mining researchers,
as our approach can be fairly easily adapted to identify argumentative structures in essays written in languages for
which argument-annotated data is not readily available.

We thank the three anonymous reviewers for their detailed
and insightful comments on an earlier draft of the paper. This work was supported in part by NSF Grants IIS1528037 and CCF-1848608. Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this paper are
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
or official policies, either expressed or implied, of NSF.
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